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What can
we believe
about drug
research?

You can’t watch television
for very long without see-
ing an ad for a new pre-
scription drug. The

voiceover talks glowingly about
the benefits, while we are shown
images of happy people swallow-
ing the latest remedy. Often they
add the phrase
“clinical studies
show Drug X to be
effective.”

But there have
been questions
about the validity
of the research
studies them-
selves from sever-
al very high-level
sources. Dr. Mar-
cia Angell is a member of the fac-
ulty of Global Health and Social
Medicine at Harvard Medical
School and served on the editorial
board of the New England Journal
of Medicine for 20 years, includ-
ing a period as editor-in-chief. In
her 2009 New York Times article
titled “ Drug companies and doc-
tors, a story of corruption,” she
details some of the problems with
our current system of research.

She especially addresses how
money has influenced the re-
search process, to the extent that
she writes, “It is simply no longer
possible to believe much of the
clinical research that is pub-
lished, or to rely on the judgment
of trusted physicians or authorita-
tive medical guidelines. I take no
pleasure in this conclusion, which
I reached slowly and reluctantly
over my two decades as an editor
of The New England Journal of
Medicine.”

Drug industry money has af-
fected the whole system. For ex-
ample, about two-thirds of aca-
demic medical centers have a fi-
nancial interest in drug compa-
nies that hire them to research
their products.

More than 60 percent of medi-
cal school department chairs re-
ceived personal income from drug
companies, ranging from speak-
ing fees to serving on the board of
directors to testing a drug from a
company they started.

According to Angell, the medi-
cal faculty who actually are
doing the research are no longer
unbiased but are, basically,
“hired hands” for the drug com-
pany. Studies are manipulated to
get the results the manufacturer
wants.

Drug companies seek out and
retain “key opinion leaders” to in-
fluence their students and field
doctors; they often are richly re-
warded for promoting or recom-
mending certain drugs. Even ex-
pert panels are not exempt; in
2004, after the National Cholester-
ol Education Program called for
sharply lowering the desired lev-
els of “bad” cholesterol, it was re-
vealed that eight of nine members
of the panel writing the recom-
mendations had financial ties to
the makers of cholesterol-lower-
ing drugs. The panel generating
the more recent 2013 guidelines
was somewhat better, with “only”
eight of the 15 members having
ties to the drug manufacturer, in-
cluding the chairman and one of
the co-chairs.

Even the government is not ex-
empt. Many members of the
standing committees of experts
who advise the FDA on drug ap-
provals also have financial ties to
the pharmaceutical industry.

Like Angell, I am very skeptical
about the claims made about med-
ications, especially the newer
ones. The whole process has been
so influenced by big money, from
influencing research to expert
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Lynn Pollard, 51, a full-time student at the University of Maine pursuing a degree in anthropology,
walks across the university’s campus on Wednesday in Orono.

My seven
sisters:
Ink-based
friendships

Idon’t see the women in my
writing group very often these
days, but whenever I do, it
feels like a homecoming. Last

weekend was no exception. I was
detained by the worse-than-ex-
pected snowstorm
that blew up the
coast on Friday
and so didn’t ar-
rive at our retreat
site in southern
Maine until well
after lunch on Sat-
urday. But the
short time I spent
in the company of
these dear friends
was enlivening, enlightening and
warmly reassuring, as it always
is.

I joined the Bangor-based Seven
Sisters back in 2007, after meeting
one of the members at a workshop
hosted by the Maine Writers and
Publishers’ Alliance. I was de-
lighted when they invited me to
join, but I did not suspect what an
important role these women
would come to play in my life.

Back then, the Sisters was a
more structured group than it is
now. We met for two hours on the
third Friday of each month and
took turns hosting at our homes.
The host would arrange a circle of
comfortable seating and a modest
selection of drinks and snacks.
She was also responsible for pro-
viding a couple of suggested top-
ics or exercises to get the creative
juices flowing.

“You are sitting on the porch of
an elegant antebellum mansion
with the four most important
women in your life,” one of the
prompts might be. “Who are they?
What are they wearing? What are
you talking about? What are you
drinking? How will the afternoon
end?”

Or, “Think of a time when you
and a friend/spouse/child/co-
worker had a stupid argument.
What was the argument about?
Who was stupider?”

The short written responses
could be wholly fabricated, reali-
ty-based, heartfelt or ridiculous.
They took the form of haikus,
short essays and wild rants. We
read them aloud. There was a lot
of laughter, and plenty of tears,
too, as we shared glimpses into
our lives — our marriages, our
children, our crazy families of ori-
gin, our career frustrations, our
dreams, our fears. We wrote our
way through all kinds of transi-
tions: jobs lost, babies born, teen-
agers despaired of, divorces
weathered, deaths endured.

The group “critique” was never
very literary, I’m afraid; it was
unfailingly supportive, encourag-
ing and accommodating. It was
often hilarious, sometimes out-
raged. We were a warm circle of
friends developing a relationship
of trust and humor, blowing off
steam as we filled the pages of our
journals with memories, allega-
tions, confessions and specula-
tion.

A few members were always
more mature and focused in their
writerly aspirations, working on
serious memoirs, poetry and
short stories between our get-to-
gethers. The rest of us, who rarely
wrote except in the group, sin-
cerely admired their discipline
but balked at efforts to formalize
our sessions, preferring the rich,
irreverent, emotional potluck that
got served up each time we met.

Predictably, over time the
group dynamic shifted and our
gatherings became more sporadic.
The serious writers started meet-
ing separately to work on their
projects. The young mothers had
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Steep challenges,
big rewards
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ORONO — Lynn Pollard of
Otis has worked for years as a
substance abuse counselor and
a home handywoman. Now, the
petite 51-year-old wants some-
thing different.

“I realized I didn’t want to
spend the second half of my life
dealing with people with prob-
lems,” she said. “And now that
I’m over 50, I really can’t be
running up and down ladders
carrying drywall and buckets of
paint.”

So in 2010, Pollard decided
to start taking classes at the
University of Maine in
Orono, about an hour’s drive
from her home. She’s work-
ing toward a degree in an-
thropology, the broad study
of humankind and its effect
on the planet. It’s her first

foray into higher education.
“I want to dig in the dirt and

learn about older cultures,” she
said. “So I’ll still be dealing
with people, but I won’t have to
solve all their problems.”

Pollard has qualified for Pell
grants and other financial
awards and has not had to take
on any debt so far, she said.
That may change soon, since
she’ll need some money for a
study-abroad program in Peru
this summer — but she’s hope-

ful that field training will yield
some viable job contacts for the
future.

She has made friends of all
ages at the Orono campus, she
said, but that’s not her objec-
tive.

“I have a very selfish atti-
tude,” she said. “I’m here to get
my education now.”

The decision to pursue an un-
dergraduate college degree at
midlife or older is a serious one.
The cost is considerable, the
workload daunting and the re-
turn uncertain. But taking

UMaine offers
incentives for

adult learners to
finish degrees
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Lynn Pollard takes notes during her Spanish 101 class.
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The Imaging Center of Maine’s Open High Field MRI is seen
in 2009.

Medical symptomsyou should never ignore
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As a generation, baby
boomers love to think
they’re healthy and fit.
Many take steps to stay that
way by including healthful
foods in their diets and get-
ting regular exercise — and
by avoiding the medical
mainstream.

Fears that seeking medi-
cal care will trigger a bar-
rage of testing, medicines
and other expensive, fright-
ening and time-consuming

interventions prevents
many adults from seeking
appropriate care when
they’re ill, says William
Sturrock a family medicine
specialist with Eastern
Maine Medical Center in
Bangor.

“A lot of men, in particu-
lar, are extremely reluctant
to stick their heads into a
doctor’s waiting room,”
Sturrock said. “Women
tend to be quicker and more
confident about approach-
ing a physician when they
have medical concerns.”

But both sexes often put
off seeking medical care, he
emphasized, with results
that are sometimes serious.

While it’s usually OK to
ride out a bad cold, an off-
kilter digestive tract or
some minor aches and
pains for a few days, Stur-
rock said it can be danger-
ous to delay professional
care for some symptoms.
Conditions such as cancer,
diabetes, internal bleeding,
stroke, heart failure and in-
fections are far more man-
ageable when diagnosed

early and can worsen quick-
ly when ignored.

Some symptoms that
should be professionally eval-
uated without delay include:

— Unexplained weight
loss of more than a few
pounds.

— A fever of more than
103 degrees, or any fever
that lasts more than three
days.

— An abrupt change in
physical stamina, such as
the inability to climb a
flight of stairs.
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